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Available Integration Touchpoints

Customer Sync

APPSeCONNECT transforms eCommerce Web Customer’s Account and Contact Informa-

tion which are getting registered into Bigcommerce in back end SAP ERP system. Custom-

er Details along with their billing, shipping addresses get synced in fully automatic manner 

from Bigcommerce to SAP ERP with their General and Sales Area information.

Merchandising Sync

Category Structure defined in SAP is automatically transferred to Bigcommerce and creates 

the Category Tree. This helps to set up the Online Store based on your ERP Category 

Structure.
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Product Images, User Manuals, Technical Specification PDFs, Video Demo whatever 

multimedia files are associated with the product in SAP ERP, get synced to Bigcommerce. 

In this way eCommerce Customer gets help in easy decision making for purchase. Not only 

syncing images, but APPSeCONNECT also ensures that Images gets optimized for SEO in 

Bigcommerce.

Product Listing along with their prices as calculated by the pricing procedure gets 

transferred from SAP ERP to Bigcommerce. Even long descriptions of the products get 

synced to Bigcommerce. Any product and price updates also gets reflected almost 

immediately in Bigcommerce.



*Please note transfer of IDOCs doesn’t need any additional investment in middle ware, as 
the solution uses standard HTTP protocol to connect SAP.
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Stock Sync

APPSeCONNECT ensures avoiding Out of Stock scenarios in Bigcommerce

Price Sync

Pricing of the product in SAP is very complex. APPSeCONNECT ensures the integrity of pricing 

procedure calculation and business rules by simulating SAP ECC Product Pricing condition 

record changes gets reflected in Bigcommerce.

APPSeCONNECT maps Plant whose stock you want to show in Bigcommerce and 

transfers the stock levels from SAP ERP to Bigcommerce accordingly.

Presence of requested delivery date feature in Bigcommerce helps in executing ATP as well 

as getting as e�cient as you can.

Order Sync

APPSeCONNECT ensures web orders placed in Bigcommerce synced back to SAP ERP in real 

time thus it ensures quick start of Order Fulfillment Cycle. So without increasing any workload 

on back o�ce users, with APPSeCONNECT you can plan for business growth very e�ciently.



*Please note transfer of IDOCs doesn’t need any additional investment in middle ware, as 
the solution uses standard HTTP protocol to connect SAP.
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Delivery Sync

Delivery created in SAP ERP immediately get synced to Bigcommerce along with Shipment 

Tracking Number. So Bigcommerce customers gets an update regarding the shipment of 

their order automatically. This ensures customer statisfaction.



For us, the “set it and forget it” aspect 

of the APPSeCONNECT is the best part. 

We needed something that could run 

on its own and just work, 

APPSeCONNECT does this quite well.
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Seamless integration 
between your apps

What our customers say...

Automate manual processes

APPSeCONNECT makes life easier for 

you. Seamlessly connect all your 

business applications and save time by 

automating manual processes.

Focus on Profitability

Why spend hours in doing manual 

work that can be automated. Instead, 

focus on your core business and 

increase your revenue. 

Terence McDevitt
Project Manager

Premier Research Labs

In one word, Awesome! 
APPSeCONNECT definitely provides 

an excellent and professional service 

with great value for money. It is one of 

the best software company that I have 

worked with.

Jennifer Fun
Information Systems Manager

Jasper Co�ee
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